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T/Ic Nigerian Fir/i! welcomes articles on the flora and fauna. culture and history ofWest Africa.

The Society is particularly anxious to encourage field observations in all of these areas. Since

the Journal serves a w ide audience. highly technical papers more suitable for specialistjournals

will not be accepted. However. popular accounts of such research aimed at the general reader

would be welcomed. The Nigerian Fit/(l has established a reputation for the quality of its

illustrations and. in consequence. preference will be given to contributionsoffered with a strong

illustrative content.

Text: The text must be submitted on diskette or by email. A print—out will also be welcomed

After the title there should appear the author‘s name and address. (‘ontributions of3000 to (>000

words will be printed as main articles. Shorter items of500 to 1000 words are welcome as 1\'otes

or Correspondence

Halftone illustrations: Clear glossy black and white prints. with good contrast. and at least

postcard size. should be submitted Colour prints can sometimes be reproduced in black and

white. Prints should be identified in pencil on the back or given temporary mounting on separate

sheets.

Line illustrations: These should be drawn in Indian ink on Bristol Board or drafting film (or

similar material). Lettering should be with stencil or “Letra-set‘. The submitted original should

be 11/2 linear. the final printed size tints allowing a reduction of a third. Scales should be

indicated by bars.

References should be given in the following manner:

Papers: Hopkins 11C 1083. The taxonomy. reproductive biology and economic potential o1~

Par/via (Leguminosae: Mimosoideae) in Africa and Madagascar. But. J.

Linn. Soc. 87:135—107.

Ikediobi (1.0.. Obi V.C. & Achoba 1A. 1085. Beekeeping and honey production in

Nigeria. Niger. FM. 50:59—70.

Books: Rosevear DR. 1974. The mrnivm‘cs of Wm! Africa. xii + 1548. London: 31'111sl1

Museum (Natural History) .

Fagg W. ted.) 1071 The livingr um (ii/".N’igcriu. 154 pp. London: Studio Vista.

11‘ in doubt about the correct abln’eviations for names ofjournals. the name should be given in

full.

Articles will be subjected to the normal refereeing procedures by specialists in the area. It is

assumed that submitted papers are not on offer elsewhere. The copyright of all published

contributions is vested in The Nigerian Field Society. and papers are accepted on this strict

understanding. Proofs of articles are not sent to authors. but if the original text has been

substantially edited. the author‘s approval will be sought before publication. Authors of main

articles will receive 30 offprints free ofcharge.

All contributions should be sent to the Editor. at the address sho\\ n on the title page of the

Journal.
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